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COOL TECH
DISRUPTING
THE FUTURE
OF EVENTS
White Paper
Technologies and trends shaping the Future of Events

BLIND DATE

Apps find best date for your event

PITCH PERFECT

VR simulations for speaker rehearsals

NFC

bite-size chunks of information, wirelessly and effortlessly

HYPER-ACTIVE CONTENT
Smart-WiFi personalises experience

VIRTUALLY THERE

OZO 360 VR explodes audience reach

SOCIAL MINING

Event apps leveraging social networks
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EDITOR’S
NOTE
Over the last couple of years,
even months, a deluge of
technologies has flooded the
world of live events. Some
are designed to streamline
the event management
process. Others are created
to meet a seemingly
insatiable appetite for new
and novel experiences.

This paper looks at some of the
developments that piqued our
curiosity. Some have potentially farreaching implications, like virtual
conferences. Others offer practical
online solutions to otherwise
laborious event planning tasks that
would have taken weeks in the
past and can now be completed in
a matter of minutes or hours, like
choosing the optimum location and
date for your event.

Andrew Reid
Director, Corporate Strategy
and Account Planning
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01 BLIND DATE

PredictHQ app enables you to evaluate the best date for your event
www.predicthq.com

02 PITCH PERFECT

Simulated auditorium, using VR, enables a speaker to rehearse their speech before the big day
www.virtualspeech.com

03 NFC

No, it’s not a football club. NFC is shorthand for inexpensive, wafer-thin, near field communication
chips which enable any object to interact with your audience

04 HYPER-ACTIVE CONTENT

Smart-WiFi is revolutionising how time, space and context triangulate to offer timely, relevant and
personalised experiences
www.wittos.com

05 VIRTUALLY THERE

OZO 360 VR camera widens audience reach to include remote guests
www.ozo.nokia.com

06 SOCIAL MINING

Social marketing apps leverage guests’ social media networks
www.ingo.me
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BLIND DATE

01

PredictHQ won’t help you find a date for
the prom, but this nifty app will help you
sift through 365 days and work out the best
windows to host or stage your event. Plug in
the dates you have in mind, PredictHQ will
identify the ideal window. The app will flag
national holidays, school breaks, conflicting
events, like sports fixtures, concerts and
festivals, not to mention aggregate real time
data around building and road works, public
strikes or rail maintenance that could impact
your event. And it’s global.

PITCH 02
PERFECT
Virtual Speech is a great app
to boost your confidence if
you dread public speaking.
Using VR technology the app
simulates a live audience
situation with everything from
ambient sounds in the virtual
auditorium or environment,
which might throw the speaker
off balance. The app gives a
speaker the opportunity to
practice his or her speech in
something approximating a
live audience. Virtually perfect.
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NFC
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(AKA NEAR FIELD COMMUNICATION)

Technologies, like QR
codes, RFID and Bluetooth
beacons have been around
for a while, with frankly
limited uptake, bar maybe
in the retail sphere. NFC is
different. It’s not expensive
and it has the potential to
be ubiquitous tech that
can deliver relevant, bitesize chunks of information,
wirelessly and more
importantly, effortlessly.

Think of a paper sticker the size of your thumbnail that can
be stuck discretely to almost anything, from the cap on a
bottle of mineral water to a graphic on an exhibition panel
about your latest, cool product. With NFC tech integrated
the sticker activates when your smartphone is placed a few
centimetres away. A tiny stream of data is transferred. It
could be a brand message or call to action or, more likely, it
will provide a link to a micro-website with more information
about your product or topic.
The NFC sticker activates by drawing the tiniest amount
of energy from the magnetic field created by your
smartphone. Suddenly, any object you care to think of can
now communicate with your visitor or guests. For example,
every beer mat in your hospitality suite could have a cheap
NFC tag applied, which can transmit a brand message and
engage your guest.
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04
Smart-wifi is revolutionising
live events and the product
showcase. By providing free
web-based event apps to
guests, it’s now possible to
track - subject to the guest’s
permission - everything they
do. This audience behavioural
data can be triangulated with
time, place and context to
extrapolate deep insights
about an audience’s real time
needs and respond instantly.
Wittos is a great example of
this new real time intelligence
gathering on audience
behaviour at an event. Equally
important, because the tech
knows where you are in a
venue, down to the square
metre, you can also deliver
relevant information to the
visitors smartphone, which
they can chose to accept or
reject. The world becomes
hyper-personalised with this
new tech.

HYPERACTIVE
CONTENT
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VIRTUALLY
THERE
OZO 360 promises to bring the
remote audience to the party
with a 360° VR experience.
Think tele-presence.
In the space of about 18
months, VR has come a long
way from being a geek’s toy,
capturing some headlines.
Today, it’s close to being
mainstream.
The tech is cool. Like AR
(Augmented Reality), which
has had a real boost thanks to
Pokémon GO, it can transport
your guests into worlds that
are otherwise inaccessible.
However, VR is about to come
of age with the OZO 360, a
technology from Nokia.

Nokia left the handset business years ago.
However, they’re now back with a vengeance
in new spaces like VR and wearables. The
OZO 360 being their latest innovation. This
specialist camera for recording live feed can
be dropped into an event for remote guests to
experience with a standard VR headset. Or,
depending on what you want your audience
to experience, you could strap it onto a drone
and provide a breath-taking birds eye view
of a landscape, or overview of a high tech
production line. The potential is limitless.
However, we believe it heralds a new era in live
event experiences.
There are many reasons why people can’t
attend events. There are fears about travelling
to some locations. There are pressures to cut
carbon footprint by reducing long distance
journeys. And there’s just not having enough
time to attend. This is when the OZO 360 has
its merits. It’s not cheap. However, it provides
a rich-user experience and could widen your
audience reach.
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SOCIAL
MINING
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Social marketing is booming. The process
involves using social amplification techniques
to widen awareness of your event. Your
prospective guest receives a request to share
the upcoming event with their friends and /
or colleagues through social media channels.
This enables the social marketing agency to
expand awareness and, ultimately attendance,
with permission-based targeting of event
communications at the guest’s social network.

You’re spoilt for choice. There
many service providers in this
space. One we rate is InGo.
We’ve no affiliation so the
advice is neutral, we would
anyway, always suggest
shopping around. There are
also platform-based solutions,
like InGo, or agencies like the
Social Partners, who apply
more consultancy, insight and
strategic planning to the social
marketing process.
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Evaluation criteria
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Description

Device / operating
system compatibility

Device / OS agnostic. High
score = means any
smartphone / mobile
operating system can be
used and / or the device
is provided

Adoption

Broad demographic appeal;
high score = both digital
natives and luddites likely
to use

Ease of use

Easy to use features; high
score = very easy to use

Functionality

Range of functions; high
score = lots of capabilities

Digital halo

Impact on perceptions of
the company as digital
savvy business

Geographic range

Can use anywhere not just
in conference room; high
score = can be
used anywhere

Behavioral analysis

Ability to anaylse audience
interests and behaviors,
and capture / export data
for modeling

Value for money

Cost compared to
functionality and ease of
adoption / use

Content management

Easy to administer and add
or modify content with
minimal tech support

Score

Rental or
licensing cost

To evaluate the delegate event app or
engagement technology being considered
we use this evaluation template. Whether
it’s native app, web app or customised
interactive tool with hardware provided
exclusively for the event, this template
can help evaluate the pros and cons of
different solutions.

Weighting

1
30
15
5
20
3
10
15
1
100

Solution (eg app)
being evaluated
Unweighted

Weighted

Score out of 10

Score

Shelton Fleming is a collaborative creative agency that
blends audience insight with the latest experiential
technology and techniques. Our ideas deliver unique,
personalised experiences that enable our clients to
transform their business and future.

01/ October 2015
Discussion paper
Millennials and the personal
life of brands

02/ October 2015
Discussion paper
10 Ways to Connect with
Millennials
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Contact us
Andrew Reid
Director, Corporate Strategy and Account Planning
Disruptive thinking. Strategic focus.
andrew.reid@sheltonfleming.com
Disclaimer: In this paper we reference companies, products and brands delivering cool innovations across the live
events sector. They are not the only players on the block. Typically, we would encourage combing the market to find the
solution that’s best for your event.
There is no commercial relationship between Shelton Fleming and any of the solutions referenced. Our position is
strictly impartial. Our views aim to stimulate discussion rather than provide specific recommendations. Every live event
has unique requirements and, as such, the technologies, methods and concepts deployed should be evaluated against
your brief.
© Shelton Fleming Associates Limited

